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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies bounds for the modulus and the argument of the determinant 
of certain strictly dissipative matrices. 
It is well known that every complex matrix M admits a decomposition of 
the form 
M=H+iK, 
where 
H=;(M+M*), 
K=k(M-M*). 
We recall that when the imaginary part of M, i.e. K, is positive definite, 
M is called a strictly dissipative matrix. For information on this class of 
matrices see [l, 2, 41 and references therein. 
In the sequel, I, denotes the n X n identity matrix. 
Our first result is concerned with the modulus of the determinant of the 
strictly dissipative matrix M, when H is a positive semidefinite matrix. 
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For this purpose, the following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 1. A and B be arbitrary n X n, complex matrices. Let S be a 
fixed n X n Hermitian matrix. Then, for any E suffkiently small in modulus, 
and det( I,, + ( AB)‘) # 0, the following expansion holds: 
X(l+ietr{[Z,,+(AB)“] -’ 
x(A[S,B]AB+ABA[S>B]))) 
+ O(&“). (1) 
Here [S, B] = SB - BS, the commutator of S with B. 
Proof. Let S be an n x n Hermitian matrix and E a real number. It is 
well known that 
eiPS = I, + i&S + O( e2). 
Denote by B(E) the matrix 
B(E)=e , iFSBe-lFS 
and by N(E) = ( ni j); the matrix valued function 
N(&) = I, + [AB(E)]~. 
Since 
adetN(E) dn.. 
$detN(r)=x an 
ij ‘I 
2 
i 
dN&) 
= det N(e)tr N-~(E)T 
i 
and 
WE) 
- = AB(E)iE[S, B(E)] + ie[S, B(E)] AB(E), 
de 
the result (1) follows from the Taylor expansion of N(E). 
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By &, we denote the group of the n x n unitary matrices. 
THEOREM 1. Let M = H + iK, where H and K are Hermitian matrices 
with eigenvalues a1 > . . . > a, > 0 and PI > . . ’ > j3, > 0, respectively. 
Then 
with left (right) equality if and only if M is norm& with eigenvalues aj + i/Ij 
("jtibn-j+l>' 
Proof. It is easily seen that 
Since K is Hermitian, there exists a unitary matrix W such that 
WKW*=diag(P,,...,&). 
Moreover the determinant is unitarily invariant, and so 
det(H+iK)=det(WHW*+iWKW*). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that 
K=diag(p,,...,&). 
Let us consider the function c$: %, + R + defined by 
@J(U) = (det(UHU* + iK) 12. 
For the sake of simplicity we denote UHU* by H,. 
Due to the compactness of %,, and the continuity of G(U), there exist 
unitary matrices U, and U, such that 
G(G) = tea Idet(H,,+iK)12=detK2C$r~ ldet[Z,+(H,,K-‘)‘I 1 
” ” 
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and 
:[I+(H,,K y2] 1. @(I i,) = ,?I% (det(H,, + iK) I’= det ZZzIrnG~c : u Idet n 81 
Consequently, for any Hermitian matrix S 
gdet[I”+(u ipSHlrle-iFSK-l 2 
4 
= 0, 
F = 0 
Since the product of a Hermitian matrix by a Hermitian definite matrix 
has real eigenvalues, we have that I, + (H,;,K p')2 is nonsingular. Now using 
Lemma 1 we get 
tr{[4,+(H,;~K-1)2] 1 
x([S,H,blK~‘H,,,~K~‘+H,,“K~‘[S,H,;~]K~’)j =O, 
for any Hermitian matrix S. Writing H,,,K ' = Y and having in mind that 
tr( AB) = tr( BA), it follows that 
tr([S,H,,]K~1[Y(Z,,+Y2)~‘+(Z,,+Y2)~1Y]}=0. 
Thus 
[H,;~,K-'Y(Z,,+Y")~'] =O, 
or, after some elementary manipulations, 
[K,Y2(Z,+Y2)p1] =O. 
Therefore 
[K,Y2]=0. 
Let X denote the Hermitian matrix 
(2) 
X = K - 1/2YK1/2 = K ‘/9,, K 112, 
0 
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[K,X”] =o. 
Then, there exists a unitary matrix V such that 
VKV*=diag(P,,,,,...,P,,,,,), 
and 
vxw* = yJ,p . . . @y,Z,,,, &I,= Il, (3) 
I 
where y,, . , y, denote the distinct eigenvalues of the matrix X”, with 
multiplicities n 1,. . . , n,, respectively. 
Since 
[vxv*,vx”v*] =o, 
from (3) it follows that 
vxv* = X,@ . . . ax,, 
where X, is an nl, X nk Hermitian matrix such that 
xf = y& 
Thus X, has at most two distinct (symmetric) eigenvalues. By our assump- 
tions on the eigenvalues of K and by the definition of X, X is positive 
definite. It follows that X, cannot have negative eigenvalues and so X, has 
only one eigenvalue with multiplicity nl;. Therefore X, is a scalar matrix and 
so VXV * is diagonal. 
Clearly we have 
VH($‘* = (VK ‘~‘v*)(vxv*)(vK”~v*). 
All the matrices between round brackets are diagonal and so VH, ,$’ * is also 
diagonal. Thus we can write 
VH((V* = diag((Y,(l,,...,(Y,(,,I), 
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for a certain pertntttatiott 7~. Hence 
and 
Olwiottsly 
mitt i I’YOci, + $,I = ,Q Inj + ‘P,l> 
” t .s IN j=l 
since, for g < h and k < I, 
and every permutation can be expressed as a product of transpositions. 
The discussion of the equality is left to the reader. 
The proof is complete. w 
KEMARK. We observe that the theorem does trot remain valid if the 
restriction of II to positive semidefinite matrices is removed. Considet 
H = diag( 1, - l), I< = diag(l,2). 
By direct cotnptttation it can be seett that det( ITHI!* + K) fills out the 
segment [ - 3 - i, - 3+ i], and therefore Idet( LTflT* + iK)I fills out the 
interval [3, Jlo]. 
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THEOREM 2. Let H he a Hennitian matrix and K a positive definite 
matrix, with eigenvalues aI > . . . >, a,, and /?, > . . . > p,, respectively. Let 
us u~_~r~e that p,, > [ail, i = l,..., j - 1, j + l,..., n, and /3,, > (ail. Then 
min arg fi ( 
” E s,, j=l 
(Y,( jj + ipj) G argdet( H + iK) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
K = diag( Pi, . . , b,, > 
It is easily seen that 
argdet(H+iK)=argdet(HK~‘+iI,)=argfi(qj+i), 
j=l 
where qj, j = l,..., n are the eigenvalues of the matrix HK I. Therefore 
argdet(H+iK)=y- i arctan 77, 
j=l 
ni7 
=___ 
2 
trarctan( K -lj2HK ‘12). 
Consider the Hermitian matrix 
F (-1)j 
(K-i/2HKpi/2)2i+1 
2j + 1 
= arctan( K m’/“HK m1/2). 
j = 0 
We recall that under the conditions of the theorem, the eigenvalues qj of 
the matrix K p’/2HKm’/2 satisfy Iqjl < 1. Clearly 
trarctan( K -‘12HK -‘j2) = 5 arctan rj j. 
j=l 
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Let us consider the function $: @,! + R defined by 
+(U) = 7 - trarctan( K- ““lJHU*K ‘j2) 
= argdet( H,. + iK), 
where H, = UHU *. Due to the compactness of @,, and the continuity of 
+( CJ), there exist unitary matrices U,, and I!, such that 
+( IJ,) = IpGi; argdet( III: + iK) 
u ,I 
+(U,) = (I,nEa; argdet(H,.+iK). 
y ft 
Since 
trarctan X = C tr ( _ l)2r’ + ’ z 
and 
C/X 211 i I 
itrarctanX=C(-I)“&trT 
= C( _,,~q!TXq 
= Ctrj(l+ X’) ‘g], 
and bearing in mind that eipS = I,, + i ES - i?S2 + cO( F”) for every Hermitian 
matrix S, the following expansion is easily obtained: 
trarctan K-1/2~i~sH,~~~-i’SK-1/2) ( 
= trarctan ( K ‘/2Hu,,K ‘I’) 
+ ietr 
iI 
I,+ (~-1/2~~~~-1~2)~] PI 
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g argdet( eiFsHCJ,KiEs + ik’) 
P=O 
= itr 
= 0. 
Therefore, since S is arbitrary, 
[ Hr,,,, r’qzn +x2) -‘w2] = 0, 
where 
X = K-‘/2H 
r;, 
K-r/‘2 
It is a simple exercise to verify that 
[K,x(z~+x”)-‘] =o. 
Hence, there exists a unitary matrix V such that 
VKV*=diag(P,(,,,...,P,(,,,), 
vx( I,, + x2) iv* = &I,,,@ . . . aL$,z,,. n, + . ‘. + n, = n. 
Thus 
vxv* = X,@ . . . CBX,, 
where X, is an nk X nk Hermitian matrix such that 
X,( L1 + Xk2) -- l = &LA. 
It follows that X, admits at most two distinct eigenvalues 7; and r$ such 
that r~;r&’ = 1. Under the condition of the theorem, if qk is an eigenvalue of 
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N,, the11 jqA) < 1. Therefore N, is a scalar matrix and 
VW * = dkd a,, ,), . , a,( ,,) ), 
for a certain permutation ~7. Therefore 
+( C!,,) = ;?; arg fi (a,( j, + iPj) 
,/ j=l 
Analogollsly 
n 
COROLLARY 1. G&r the assumptions of the preuions thwrem we h(~cv 
max arg fi ( cx 
” E s,, j=l 
,Iji+i/3,)=argfi (c~~+iP~)~ 
j=l 
min arg fi (a 
” E s,, j=l 
O,j,+iPj)=argfi(ni+iP,, 1 
j=l 
,‘I 
Proof. We observe that 
and that 
arg( (Y] + ipj) = i - arctan( /3, ‘crj) 
arctan( b, ‘fxL ) + arctan( p,; ICY,) - arctan( fl, ‘LX,) - arctan( /3,, ‘ak) 
(5) 
Under the conditions of the Theorem, we have 
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Therefore, for k < I and g < h, 
arctan( p,- ‘CYJ t arctan( p,T ‘LX,) < arctan( j$- ‘cx,) + arctan( p; ‘CY~ ). (6) 
Since every permutation can be expressed as a product of transpositions, the 
corollary follows from (5) and (6). H 
THEOREM 3. Let H and K he Hennitian matrices respectively positive 
,scwidefinite nnd positive definite. Let aI 2 . . . > a,, be the eigenvulues of 
H, nnd ,l3, 2 > /3,, the eigenvalues of K. Then 
< argdet( H + iK) 
Proof. As we have seen in the proof of the Theorem 2, det( H + iK) = 
,I nj=,(qj + l)det K, where vi, j = l,..., n, are the eigenvalues of HK ‘. 
Therefore 
argdet( H + iK) = 7 - f’arctanqj 
I 
n71 
=__ 
2 
tr arctan( K ‘/‘HK ‘P ) . (7) 
It is well known that [3] 
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(8) 
Let us cousider the function f: [w + [w defined by 
f( x ) = s - arctan x. 
This fmlction is continuous, iucreasing, and convex for x > 0. Then by the 
Tomic theorem [.3, p. 1091, 
The theorem follows from (7) (8), and (9). n 
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